
Introduction:
4inch 100mm Vacuum Brazed Diamond Grinding Disc Shaping Or Beveling Dry or
Wet used Grinding Pad 
Vacuum brazed diamond grinding disc grinding pads combine the aggressiveness of vacuum
brazed diamond cup wheels and smoothness of diamond polishing pads. Attached to a semi
rigid back holder, the rubber backer absorbs the noise and vibration created by the steel
based diamond cup wheels to give fabricators the smoothest feel, while aggressively shaping
and removing material. They are ideal for creating a small radius by hand, smoothing out
cuts, and removing materials where necessary. Many fabricators use it to replace the heavy
grinding stones. They last many times longer than grinding stones and reduce fatigue. Use it
before you use the diamond polishing pads. 

Application: 
1. Dry or Wet grinding shaping or beveling;  
2. Widely used for removing coating on concrete floors;
3. Very good for removing deep scratches from stone, prior polishing;
4. Multi-purpose for profiling edges, smoothing rough surfaces, and removing heavy stock.

Feature:
1. Lightweight for easy working load;
1. Vacuum Brazed Technology provide high diamond exposure and great coating strength;
3. Middle Rubber layer absorbs the noise and vibration which makes the job lower noise and
smooth;
4. High diamond exposure rate provides a faster and more aggressive Grinding and great
coating strength make sure longer working life;
5. Premium choice for any grinding, shaping or beveling work of concrete, granite and other
stones.Best choice for people who do granite and marble worktops, headstones,
tilers,builders... 

Specification:
4inch 100mm Vacuum Brazed Diamond Grinding Disc Shaping Or
Beveling Grinding Pad

 Diameter  Connection  Total thickness  Grits
 4inch/100mm  Nylon Buckle  6mm 30#, 50#

Other diameter or specifications can be customerized according to buyer's requi
rements.
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View more related products, Pls click here: Diamond Grinding Polishing Pads

Packing & Delivery:
1. Tools packing in carton cases;
2. When tools are in large quantities, they are packing in wooden cases.
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Contact Us: 
Fujian Nanan Boreway Machinery Co.,Ltd.
Address: Huahui Center 605, Shuitou Town,Quanzhou, Fujian, China.
Post Code: 362342
Tel.: 0086-595-86990206
Fax: 0086-595-86990220
Contact: Ally Huang
Mobile/WhatsApp: 0086-13559599186
Wechat: boreway05
Skype: boreway05
Facebook: 13559599186
E-mail: boreway05@boreway.net


